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On the “Mmster-” Simpie Group 
The present paper deais with the case (6) iii) cf the main t!xorem of 2x 
recent ix-crk of F. Timmesfeld 191. llore precisely, we ~rore t.hc f:l!ox\-kg 
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of order 7 in C,(a). As JY& acts faithfully on Q n Qa/(a, a) and on 
CJa)/Q n QU which are both of order 211, so by [7, (1) (iii)] ; Cono,,ca,aj(pr), = 
1 Cc-o~a);ono,(~J = 4. Hence Co(p,) N 0,s. Let 0 be an element of order 23 
in M. Then obviously C,(e) N D, and [Q, 01 N 0:‘. Let h be an element of 
order 13 in M. As 3 i C’,(x). by the structure of .l, we ha\-e Cd(x) = 1. Let t 
be an element of order 11 in 111. Since Nv(8) is a Frobenius group of order 
23 * 11, it follow-s that Co( 6) E Dsz and [Q, 51 N 0:‘. There exists an element 
p of order 3 in A1 such that C’*(p) is the “triple cover of SZ” (Sz is the Suzuki’s 
sporadic simple group of order 2 l8 . 37 . 5’ * 7 . 11 * 13). As an element of 
order 13 of C&) acts fixed-point-free on $3, so Cd(p) = 1. Let ja be an 
element of order 7 in C:v(i;), then either [Q, p;I N D,e or [Q, pa] = Q. As X 
has exactly two conjugacy classes of elements of order 7, so p1 +a pa . Xow 
we can assume that (pr , pa) is an S,-subgroup of M. Suppose that [Q, pa] N DBB. 
So Co(~a) N Da6. Obviously C&r) n Co(~a) = (a>, otherwise Co(pr) C Co(,,) 
which is not the case since 7 1 M : C.,,(a)!. It follows that Cob) N Ds3 for 
every p E (pr , pa) - (pa) and so jj -:m A . Thus (pi , &) contains 42 con- 
jugates of p1 and 6 conjugates of Pa in Au. This implies that 7 1 : A~~((& , pa>)! 
<pl , pa)! which is absurd since I Iv 1, = 7z. This contradiction proves that 
[Q, ~a] = Q and so C&pa) = 1. The group 1v has a subgroup A c! A@ which 
contains a natural sequence of subgroups A, (2 G 11 d 9) whose centralizers in 
Zi are, for tl = 2, 3 ,..., 9, the following groups . I, 3S2, G,(4), Ja , C&3), b(2), 
A, , 2s . It follows that pa centralizes an element cj of order 5 in !v and so 
Cd(G) = 1. Now w-e are in a position to determine the orbits of the involutions 
of M lying in Q - (z). First of all we note that i(Q) - atI = 2A .3s * 5 .7 . 13 = 
196,560 where i(Q) is the number of the noncentral involutions of Q. Let t be an 
involution in Q - (a) vrith t s-v, a. Then 2* * 3 . 5 * 7 * 13 1 j M : C,(t)l. 
Furthermore we have 11 1 ’ CM(t)‘, otherwise 11 f 1 CAM( and so 23 + ! C.+l(t)i 
as Xv<@ is a Frobenius group of order 23 * 11 and Co(e) N D, where B is an 
element of order 23 in ,W, thus 2* . 3~5~7lll3~23~,M:C,(t)lbut 
2* * 3 . 5 * 7 . 11 * 13 . 23 > 196,560 which is not the case. On the other hand 
we can assume that 23 I j C-W(t)l since otherwise 23 1 : M : CM(t)1 for every 
involution t E Q - (a} with t +,\r a and so 2* . 3 . 5 . 7 . 13 . 23 ’ M : C.M(t) , 
thus I M : C.W(t)l = 2a . 3 . 5 . 7 . 13 . 23 = 125,580 which is a contradiction. 
h-ow suppose that there exists an involution x E Q - <z) such that a +.,, x +,,t. 
Then clearly2’ * 3 . 5 * 7 . 13 . 23 1 I 171: &(t)l and so j M : C,(x)1 = I xFyI I = 
2” . 3 . 5 . 7 * 13 . 23 = 125,580. This implies that Q - (z) has three orbits 
of the involutions under the action of M with the representativ-es a, a and t. We 
have M : C,w(t)’ = 2” * 3’ . 5”’ . 7 * 13 where k, I, m are positive integers 
and k > 2. By a simple computation u-e see that there are no solutions for the 
equation 2” . 3z . 5m * 7 . 13 + 125,580 = 196,560. This proves that Q - (z} 
has exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions with the representatives a and t 
and ’ 31: C&,(t)’ = 24 . 3s * 5 . 7 * 13. By [9, (3.1311 we get that t +r a. We 
have proved 
LEMMA i. The group 111 has precisely tzo con~~gacy iasses of incoilrtions zdzich 
are contained in 0 - (a) with the representatives a and t. We hate , 31: C,!(a)’ == 
16,584,750 and J/I : C,,(t) = 196,560. Furthermore u -i z ar;d t si G. 
We base C,,(t):C,(t). = 21s * 36 . 53 . 7 . 11 . 23. Let -%= be 2 minimai -- 
normal subgroup of CM(t). Suppose that _y is an elementary abehan p-group. 
-is the Sylow 23-normalizer of ,u is of order 23 . i 1, it follo.xs that AT II Ea:: 
But then C&y) = (t‘> and t A-,~ , a a contradiction. Thus -T is not solvable 
From the order of CM(t) and the structure of AZ we get immediately that AT is 
simple and 7, 11,23 1 ,v ,. B~sidering the S;iow ll- and 23-normalizers 
cf :y we see finally that :ti = C,,,(t). Hence c,(t) is simple. By [8] c,(t) = .2, 
the Conway’s simple group. 11-e have proved the following 
LEILIJ1.s. 2. The group C,(t):(t> is a faithful extension 0,’ an extraspecia; 
2-group of width 11 by the ConEcay’s imple group .2. 
Let 6 be an element of order 11 in 32. Then C~(~) ‘v Z,; x ZJ . Let W == 
C,,(a). TV:: may assume that 5 E W. Let t E C,(9) - Co(a) be an inr-oluticr: 
where 0 is an element of order 23 in W, then t Par a and 5, i 1 I j C&t j . Ke 
have C(t) n O,(W) C Q, since otherwise i C(t) n O,(W); = 211 as 23 1 Cx.(tj , 
contradicting the fact that C&C(t) f~ O,(w)) = (2). From the Iist of the 
maximal subgroups of the Mathieu simple groups MM and. Me, [3] and the fact 
that :?&A ,g .2 3-e get that C,(t) E -Uaa and so W : C,(t), = 2:” . 3 = 98,304. 
As the length of the orbit of t in iI is 196,560, so W acts transitively on’ the 
involutions of Q - Co(a) w-hich are not conjugate to a in 31. Since there are 
8,388,610 involutions in Q - Co(a), thus v-e have 8,3&8,610 - 98,304 = 
8,290,306 imolutions in Q - Co(a) which are conjugate to n in 3.1. In ?articclar. 
$ centralizes a conjugate of a in Q - Co(a). Let f be an in-+-oluticn in C:z(& 
then Ce,&i’) N Egz since otherwise Cc-&?) .IT E2” ; now -? ini-*r-c an ejemv+ 1 C” 11-u AL 
f of order 3 of C,(?$ which acts fixed-point-free on Q, this implies that ever\- 
involution of Co(s) is centralized by an involution of C~~(&, contradicting 
C,,(tj,C,(t) z .2. Thus Co([) contains exactl!- 6 conjugates of u and 12 COP 
jugates of t. Acting on C(t) vr-ith (a, z), we see that O(C(t)) = <E>. Zieariy 
an &subgroup of C,,(t) is an &-subgroup of C( tj. Let X be a minima! normai 
subgroup of C(s)!(s), then z E X. As C(t) controls the fusion of 8 in C(f) so -T< 
is not soli-able. Since an &-subgroup of X contains eiementari abelian subgroups 
of order 8 but not 16 so X is simple. Let S be an .5,-skgrouI; of X, then 3 is 
nonabeiian of order 216 and so Co(t) 2 S. Tks S = 2E or P. Suppose 
that S = 2’, then X n Co(f)! = 2 1 w ic I contradicts the fact that S Amust h 2- 
be %omorphic to one of the follodng groups: EG , i&j , SD,5 and 2, >L Z, . 
Ths ; s = P. BT- [5], we have X N MI2 cr 4, or A,. The last MO cases do 
not occ’Lr as Cc-&(t) N E,s . Hence S = C(&<4’., 2 3~rs . We iale prowd 
the fGilOX%lg 
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LEMMA 3. Let 5 be an element of order 11 of M. Then C(.@/([) is isomorphic 
to the Mathieu group Ml, . 
Let t E C,(l) n C,(a) b e an involution with t +_w a. Acting on O(C(t)) with 
(a, z> we see that O(C(t)) = 1. By Lemma 3 we have C(t) $Z M and (C(t) n 
C(t))/(t) N 2, x Z5 , so O,(C(t)/(t)) = 1, since otherwise 2, t E Oe(C(t)) n 
(C(t) n C(0) 4 C(t) n C(S), w ‘c h h is not the case. Let ff be a minimal normal 
subgroup of C(t)/(t), then R is not solvable. We use the “bar convention” for 
C(t)/(t). We have ZEE and C&))4 C c(t);&). Suppose that C,(Z) f 
Ccts,&), then C&) _C Q(C c(t),&)). On the other hand Cc(t),~t#)/ 
QGcMR&)) acts irreducibly on Or(Cc(t)~~t>(% so CR(~) = Q(Go&@) = 
0:‘. But then C,(Z) is an Ss-subgroup of R and H is simple, a contradiction. 
Thus we have C,(g) = Cc(t);ct>(f) and R is simple. Since C&J&$)/ 
Q(Cco,<&)) = 2 so by PI ff =F, , the Fischer’s {3,4}-transposition 
group. Furthermore as Out(F,) = 1 and Oz(C(t)/(t)) = O(C(t)/(t)) = 1, we 
get R = C(t)/(t) N F, . By the structure ofF, it is easy to see that C(t)’ = C(t). 
We have proved 
LEMMI 4. Let t E Q - (a) be an involution with t 7c.M a. Then C(t)/(t) is 
isomorphic to the Fischer’s {3,4}-tnznspositim group F, and C(t)’ = C(t). 
Now the application of [6j completes the proof of our theorem. 
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